
HURLEY 1XI v Braywood  – 21st June 2014 

HURLEY 
P Ridgeway lbw Vijayan 4 

Y Ali c Jathavedan b Vijayan 9 

N Akhtar c Mohammad b Jayarajah 14 

S Taylor c Mohammad b kumar 0 

V Sharma  Jathavedan b Kumar 0 

I Arshad lbw b Carter 87 

M Cole lbw b Carter 6 

D Day c Vijayan b Carter 3 

G Double Not Out 28 

J Lewis c Jehangir b Carter 2 

P Todd b Carter 5 

 Extras 16 

 Total 174ao 

1.07-4.18 

 

A Kumar 12-2-38-2 D Carter 11-0-45-5 

P Vijayan 15-6-30-2 J Jehangir 3-0-20-0 

J Jeyarajan 11-3-31-1 

 

BRAYWOOD 
J Singh b Ridgeway 37 

B Carter lbw b Cole 24 

N Jathavedan Not out 59 

Y Ahmed b Akhtar 15 

F Jahangir b Akhtar 14 

A Mohammad Not Out 2 

 Extras 24 

 Total 175-4 

4.45-7.10 

 

P Ridgeway 15-4-40-1 M Cole  5-0-17-1 

N Akhtar 13.1-2-39-2 I Arshad 4-0-21-0 

S Taylor  1-0-10-0 V Sharma 6-0-23-0 

 

At least Prometheus was eventually delivered from his eternal torture by Herakles, and if 

Hurley are not condemned to have their livers eaten daily, they are condemned to weekly 

punishment in Division 2 of the Chilterns League. Not only challenged by the opposition but 

also by their own players dropping out late, reluctance to step up, loss of form and 

confidence, Hurley stuttered to a 5th consecutive defeat.  

 

Despite the pre-match preparation of 6 of the Hurley team drawing on cigarettes, the home 

side were confident enough to win the toss and bat. But the old nagging frailties and 

fractures resurfaced as Hurley collapsed to 21-4 inside 9 overs. Phil Ridgeway (4) pulled across 

the line, Yasir Ali (9), despite some nice boundaries fell caught behind, Steve Tayler’s woeful 

run continued as he fell to a neat low catch and Varun Sharma chased a wide one. Imran 

Arshad (87) was promoted from the 2XI and made batting look comfortable as he and 

Akhtar (14) added a face saving 56 before Akhtar’s restraint failed and he holed out to deep 

mid wicket. Wickets fell like dominoes to a succession of lbw decisions from the home umpire 

keen to get at the pizza for tea. Greg Double (28not) is always entertaining both on and off 

the cricket field, but he played a clever innings with his own branded paddle behind leg slip. 

Hurley made it into the 52nd over before Paul Todd was bowled by Duane Carter (5-45) to 

close the Hurley innings on 174. 

 



The umpires fully refreshed, Braywood started their innings at a Brett Carter (24) canter, 

before he was struck down by Mike Cole (1-17) and the umpire’s fickle finger. The early 

success was short lived however as Singh (37) and Jathavedan (59not) were remarkably 

untroubled. Hurley missed only two chances, a stumping off Phil Ridgeway and a low catch 

from Sharma’s opening delivery. A soporific calm descended as these two added 82 before 

Ridgeway clipped Singh’s off bail. Akhtar returned and through sheer will and commendable 

effort took out Ahmed and Jhangir, but could not prevent Braywood cruising home by 6 

wickets and 4 overs. Hurley need all the club’s resources to turn round a woeful start to the 

season. 

 

 


